
 

  

Abstract—Gas fuel injection device (GFID) has a great 

influence on the performance of compressed natural gas engine. 

A novel large-flow-rate GFID with simplified sensorless control 

strategy was proposed in this paper, which adopts a moving-coil 

electromagnetic linear actuator as driver, and utilizes a plastic 

gasket to improve the sealing performance. The actuator’s 

actuating force was maximized and linearized utilizing Halbach 

magnet array and two sets of coils with opposite current. 

Meanwhile, a landing control strategy based on energy 

distribution was presented to eliminate bounce and excessive 

compression while maintaining fast response. The sensorless 

landing control strategy was simplified according to the features 

of the actuator. Position detection was carried out to monitor 

landing process. PD mode iterative learning control was used to 

adjust distribution point. The results showed that the landing 

velocity was decreased by 58.5% under rated condition with the 

proposed control strategy. The bounce and excessive 

compression of plastic gasket were eliminated with the 

transition time of 1.8 ms. Consequently, the fuel injection 

quantity can be controlled precisely and timely. 

 
Index Terms—: Electromagnetic linear actuator, gas fuel 

injection device, dynamic performance, sensorless control 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE GFID is a key executive device in engine fuel supply 

system, which has a great influence on fuel injection 

quantity. The electromagnetic actuator is simpler, more 

robust, and easier to manufacture than other actuators [1-4]. 

In order to enhance the quality of air-fuel mixture, GFID 

based on electromagnetic actuator has become a research hot 

spot [5].  

Currently, the driver of conventional GFID is mostly 

solenoid. The conventional GFID is small in size and 

convenient to install in engine [6-7]. However, it is difficult to 

supply enough gas fuel to each large-bore engine cylinder 

individually due to the lack of injection flow-rate [8]. More 

importantly, conventional GFID always results in undesired 

impact issues such as bounce, noise, vibration, and harshness, 

which dramatically reduces the durability, reliability and 
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precision of the injection system [9]. A large-flow-rate GFID 

without bounce is in demand of market and technology 

development. 

As for on-off landing control, ensuring fast response 

simultaneously is the major challenge. It is different from the 

traditional soft-landing control of electromagnetic actuators. 

Typical soft-landing control algorithms mainly include 

iterative learning control [10], inverse system method control 

[11], and sliding mode control, which are mainly functioned 

to limit the valve landing velocity [12-13]. There have been 

many researches reported on sensor-based and senseless 

soft-landing control, while less reported on on-off landing 

control. 

With actuator being used for the purpose of sensing, 

external transducer and its accessories, such as mechanical 

layout and cabling, can be saved. This results in considerably 

reduced system cost and in improved robustness. In reference 

[14], an electric brake was to reduce the velocity at the end of 

stroke for circuit breaker, which increased the system volume. 

In reference [15-17], sensorless methods were proposed to 

achieve position or velocity detection based on magnetic 

signal and electric signal. Meanwhile, signal-input methods 

for position detection have been discussed [18-19]. Sliding 

mode [20], nonlinear observer, Kalman filters [21], and 

hysteresis hybrid extended Kalman filter have been proposed 

for sensorless control [22]. All these methods mentioned 

above are restricted in many application fields, for instance 

the harsh working condition of engine. It is worth noting that 

all these researches focus on impact between metallic 

materials, while the impact between plastic and metallic 

material has never been studied. 

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a novel 

large-flow-rate GFID is designed and modeled for position 

self-sensing. Section 3 proposes a sensorless energy 

distribution landing control strategy to eliminate bounce and 

excessive compression while maintaining fast response. The 

experiment and analysis of GFID with sensorless landing 

control are presented in Section 4. Conclusion of this work is 

given in Section 5. 

II. DESIGN AND ANALYSIS 

A. Conceptual design of GFID 

There are already GFID products with mature technology, 

as shown in Figure 1 a) and b). The conventional GFID based 

on solenoid is small in size and convenient to install in engine. 

This paper presents a GFID for large-bore port fuel injection 

engines. The specifications of engine are listed in Table 1 [8]. 

The GFID is driven by a high power density moving-coil 

permanent magnet linear actuator. The schematic diagram of 
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solenoid and moving-coil permanent magnet linear actuator 

are shown in Figure 1 c) and d). 

 

Fig. 1. Existing prototypes and principle comparison of actuators. 

TABLE 1. SPECIFICATIONS OF ENGINE 

Parameter Value 

Bore ×Stroke (mm) 131×155                    

Displacement volume (L) 12.53 

Compression ratio 11.5 

Rated power (kW)/speed (rpm) 255/1900 

The GFID mover consists of a gas pipeline, two coils and a 

plastic gasket, as shown in Figure 2 a). The relative 

displacement between plastic gasket and valve seat are shown 

in Figure 2 b). The positive motion direction is regulated as 

the direction away from valve seat. The compression extreme 

position is the position where plastic gasket is compressed in 

the largest design current (imax, driven by 24V DC source umax).  

The distance from compression initial position to 

compression extreme position is 0.2 mm. Furthermore, gas 

fuel injection quantity is controlled precisely by adjusting the 

open and close phase. The GFID is designed as a poppet valve 

to operate in pull-open manner. The GFID’s characteristics 

are analyzed as follows.  

 

Fig. 2. Schematic and prototype of GFID. 

Firstly, A NdFeB permanent magnet is chosen, with remnant 

flux density of 1.30 T, coercive force of 990 kA/m and relative 

permeability of 1.06. Which minimized the energy required and 

maximized the magnetic flux. Halbach magnet array was 

utilized to maximize the actuating force by strengthening the 

magnetic field in the air gap. Figure 3 showed that the flux 

density in the air gap was enhanced significantly employing 

Halbach array compared with that without Halbach array. The 

flux density in air gap versus position for these two cases were 

shown in Figure 4. The reduction of flux leakage helped to 

improve the system energy efficiency. The actuator had two 

sets of coils with opposite current, which can effectively reduce 

the armature reaction and keep the force sensitivity invariable. 

The actuating force is independent of position and proportional 

to current, because the flux density distribution is uniform in 

work area. 

 

Fig. 3. Magnetic flux density with Halbach array. 

 

Fig. 4. Magnetic flux density in air gap with or without the Halbach 

array. 

Engineering plastic was applied in valve, with the 

advantages of qualitative light, sound-absorbing and shock 

absorption. The application of plastic gasket improved the 

reliability and the sealing performance. However, the elastic 

deformation and complex mechanical property in the process 

of impact brought different challenge to landing control. 

Because the plastic gasket is a macromolecule polymer 

material, whose mechanical properties appear to be both 

nonlinear in constitutive stress-strain relations and strain rate 

effects in establishing the dynamic constitutive relations [23]. 
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B. GFID prototype 

The GFID prototype was shown in Figure 2 c) with the 

parameters described in Table 2. The electromagnetic force 

versus current was shown in Figure 5. The experimental setup 

for force test was given in reference [24]. Where Fm is the 

Lorentz force, i is the coil current and km is the force sensitivity. 

Simulated and experimental results agreed with each other and 

the force sensitivity was 11.3 N/A. It is proved that the 

production of the prototype meets the design requirements. The 

closing spring was eliminated compared with the conventional 

GFID, because the actuator has bidirectional output. Moreover, 

compared with the flat or other linear actuators, the high power 

density moving-coil permanent magnet linear actuator has the 

advantages of compact structure, high linearity, high power 

density and fast response. 
TABLEA 2. PROTOTYPE PARAMETERS 

Parameter Value 

Device height (mm) 70 

Device diameter (mm) 35 

Outlet diameter (mm) 7 

Stroke (mm) 1.25 

Motion mass (g) 29 

Coil turn count 120 

Coil diameter (mm) 0.67 

Coil resistance (Ω) 1.89 

 

Fig. 5. Variation of electromagnetic force with current. 

The characteristic parameters in landing process, based on 

experimental data, were regulated as Figure 6. In order to 

close the valve definitely, holding force is needed after valve 

spool landing. The holding position is defined as the elastic 

deformation of plastic gasket under holding current. Allowed 

landing position (valve closing) is defined as the range 

between the compression initial position and the holding 

position. The excessive compression is defined as the plastic 

gasket compressed over the holding position. The bounce is 

the plastic gasket anti-bounces to move over the compression 

initial position after compression initial. The transition time 

(the time in which the plastic gasket moves from 5% of the 

stroke to the compression initial position) is 1.5ms driven by 

24V DC directly. The actuator has the advantage of both fast 

response and smaller bounce than conventional GFID in 

reference [8]. However, the serious excessive compression 

leads to undesired impact issues of noise, vibration, which 

dramatically reduces the durability, reliability and precision 

of the GFID system. 

Moreover, GFID needs to meet the requirements of gas fuel 

injection quantity under any working conditions. The injection 

duration needs an optimization design constrained in engine 

speed and load. The gas fuel injection quantity and mixing 

performance are under researching in our group simultaneously. 

Thus, fast response of driver is in urgent demand. And the 

transition time 1.8ms is required to meet the requirements of the 

gas fuel injection quantity and mixing homogeneity on the rated 

condition with CA90 injection duration. As a result, eliminating 

bounce and excessive compression while ensuring fast response 

simultaneously is the major challenge in GFID landing control. 

It is different from the traditional soft-landing control of 

electromagnetic actuators aiming at limiting the valve landing 

velocity. 

 

Fig. 6. Characteristic parameters in landing process. 

C. Analysis of position detection 

The GFID is a coupled electromagnetic-mechanical system 

[10], and the mathematic model can be described as 
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where R is the resistance, L is the inductance, m is the moving 

mass, v is the velocity, x is the position of the valve, and u is 

the voltage applied to the actuator. Fg is the gas force 

determined by injection pressure. In this paper, Fg is doing 

positive work to the mover in landing process. The Fm as 

m m
F k i=  (2) 

The Lorentz force is proportional to the amount of current. N 

is the force acting on the plastic gasket when plastic gasket 

and valve seat is in contact. N (i, x, v) is given by  
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where is an impulse function calibrated to give v+=ev-, v+ is 

the velocity just after impact and v- is the velocity just before 

impact. The parameter e, which is less than one, is chosen 

based on experimental data; -0.1 is the compression extreme 

position; the parameter kn stands for the equivalent stiffness 

coefficient and xi is the compression initial position.  

Additionally, the force sensitivity km is kept invariable. The 

flux density distribution is uniform in coil work area, L is 
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irrelevant to current (i) and voltage (u). Hence, the position of 

valve can be detected from equation (1) 

( )
( ) ( )

( )
m

di t
u t Ri t L

dtv t
k

− −

=  (4) 

( ) ( )x t v t dt=   (5) 

As for the large-flow-rate GFID with plastic gasket driven by 

high power density moving-coil permanent magnet linear 

actuator, the impact issue is different from conventional GFID. 

The position of valve can be detected briefly according to 

equation (4) and (5), because the force sensitivity km is kept 

invariable. Based on above analysis, a simplified sensorless 

control was proposed as follow.  

III. SENSORLESS LANDING CONTROL 

A. Energy distribution control 

The landing control of GFID aiming at finding a control 

law driving the valve spool to the desired position region in a 

finite transition time without bounce and excessive 

compression. An energy distribution landing control 

algorithm was proposed according to the GFID operating 

characteristics. The main idea behind the approach is to 

distribute the overall mechanical energy of the GFID 

mechanical system, defined as 
2
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where K and U are kinetic energy and potential energy 

respectively. Differentiating (6) and substituting (1), the 

overall energy rate is simplified as  

( )
m g

dE
v F F

dt
= −  (7) 

The above expression confirms that the energy can be directly 

controlled by meaning of Fm (coil current) being fed to the 

system. In an ideal situation without energy dissipation, the 

GFID system is stable and its mechanical and electrical 

energies are conserved. A soft-landing is achieved when the 

positive (wa uses for accelerating) and negative (wd uses for 

decelerating) works are equivalent. Thus, the proposed 

control is to distribute the energy by distributing positive 

work and negative work done by Fm. The schematic of driving 

force and anti-force with idea soft-landing control were 

shown in Figure 7. 

 

Fig. 7. Schematic of idea landing control. 

The complete landing manoeuver was developed in four 

different stages as figure 7. In phase Ⅰ，the electromagnetic field 

reserves enough energy to overcome the counterforce, and the 

armature has not yet started motion. In phase Ⅱ, the armature is 

away from the stable position. The armature is accelerating 

because the Fm is greater than the anti-force. After armature 

beyond distribution point in phase Ⅲ, the armature is 

decelerating because the Fm is smaller than the anti-force. The 

anti-force will increase again because of compressing plastic 

gasket when armature reaches the compression initial position. 

In phase Ⅳ, the holding force is equal to the anti-force and 

armature is stable in allowed landing position. The positive and 

negative works are distributed by the distribution point, which 

is the key of the control strategy.  

B. Sensorless control strategy 

A sensorless landing control method was proposed based 

on the previous energy distribution control. The control 

variable can be prompt adjusted in next operating cycle. For 

this sensorless energy distribution landing control approach, 

the needed information is extracted from electrical signals 

such as injector coil voltage and current according to equation 

(4) and (5) instead of displacement sensor. The diagram of 

sensorless landing control is shown in Figure 8. 

 

Fig. 8. Sensorless control block diagram of the GFID. 

In order to achieve fast response, the duty cycle applying to 

the coil is 100% in phase Ⅰ and phase Ⅱ, while the duty cycle 

applying to the coil is -100% in phase Ⅲ. The duty cycle 

applying to the coil is -20% in phase Ⅳ to produce holding 

current. Hence, the magnitude of the current is governed by the 

duration. Set the compression initial position (x=0.1mm) as 

target displacement (xt) when t is 1.8ms in each cycle. The 

distribution point is detected from equation (5). The 

distribution point is adjusted by iterative learning control 

according to the error of target displacement (et). The 

distribution point in next cycle (xd(N+1)) obtain by adjusting the 

duration of phase Ⅱ (td (N+1)) from open loop PD mode 

iterative learning described as  

( +1) ( ) + +d N d N p N d Nt t k e k e=  (8) 
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where N is the number of iterations, kp is the proportional 

coefficient and kd is the differential coefficient. More 

precision and effective adjusting law for distribution point can 

be made for researched further. The detection and control of 

distribution point is the key of the control strategy instead of 

real-time displacement detection and feedback control. The 

sensorless landing control method proposed in this paper was 

simplified. The method adopted distribution point control 

rather than real-time displacement control, so that the 

application value was improved. 

IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS 

A. Experimental system and detection verification 

The configuration of the experiment system was shown in 

Figure 9. From the experimental setup, following signals were 

acquired including the valve spool position (Keyence LK-G85), 

the coil current (close loop hall-effect current sensor 

TBC10SY) and the coil voltage (voltage sensor, whose 

linearity of 0.2%). The fixed-point DSP TMS320F2812 with a 

clock frequency of 150 MHz was chosen as the digital 

controller (measurement and control module). The DSP control 

board, interface circuit, PWM inverter and current sensor were 

integrated in the controller. The sampling frequency was 

chosen to be 20 KHz, the switching frequency of PWM inverter 

was 30 KHz. 

 

Fig. 9. Experimental setup. 

In order to verify the sensorless position detection method of 

GFID, the experimental (from laser displacement sensor) and 

detection (from current sensor and voltage sensor) of 

movement and impact processes under step voltage signal were 

shown in Figure 10. 

 

Fig. 10. Comparison of sensor data and detection displacement. 

The result of spool displacement between the detection and 

experiment were in good agreement within most of the stroke. 

Hence, the detection can monitor the landing process 

effectively according to the detection of bounce and excessive 

compression. The experiment result validated the correctness 

and precision of the mathematic model and sensorless position 

detection method of GFID. And all above works give a 

foundation for landing control. 

B. No load analysis 

In order to verify the sensorless landing control method 

based on the energy distribution control, experimental study on 

continuous 300 cycles was carried out. The results of 

experimental target displacement and energy distribution point 

were shown in Figure 11.  

The initial energy distribution point was set as the midpiont 

of stroke (0.6mm), while the experimental position (t=1.8 ms) 

in first cycle was 0.25mm. Which means the GFID didn’t close 

in time. After 8 iterative cycles, the energy distribution point 

changed from 0.6mm to 0.27mm and kept within specified 

bounds (0.275±0.025mm). Meanwhile, the experimental target 

displacement converged to the target displacement gradually. 

The control precision of the target displacement was within 

-0.04mm. The GFID closed in time and reliable. The results 

verified that the prototype was stable and the sensorless landing 

control method was effective. Meanwhile, in order to further 

study the iterative process, Figure 12 showed the displacement 

of valve in different iterations. 

 

Fig. 11. Experimental iterative convergence process. 

 

Fig. 12. Experimental landing behavior in different iterations. 

The transition time was more than 1.8 ms when energy 

distribution point larger than 0.3 mm. For fast response, the 

required energy distribution point was less than 0.3 mm. The 

energy distribution point was within 0.275±0.025 mm through 

the iterative learning algorithm. Meanwhile, the compression of 

plastic gasket was within 0.1 mm so that the excessive 
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compression was eliminated. The bounce was alleviative 

compared to traditional GFID.  The bounce was also eliminated 

due to the deceleration produce by the reverse excitation in 

phase Ⅲ. Figure 13 showed the specific sensorless control 

result at the eighth iteration cycle. 

 

Fig. 13. Experimental result at the eighth iteration cycle. 

After the iterative convergence, the experimental result at 

each iteration cycle was similar with the eighth iteration cycle. 

Since the error of position detection is objective and the impact 

between plastic gasket and valve seat is a complex dynamic 

nonlinear process. The statistical result of landing velocity of 

300 iteration cycles was carried out as shown in Figure 14 to 

evaluate the sensorless landing control method appropriately. 

The landing velocity with and without the landing control focus 

on 0.35±0.03 m/s and 0.63±0.03 m/s, respectively. The landing 

velocity was decreased by 44.4% with sensorless landing 

control. The undesired impact issues of noise, vibration and 

harshness was alleviated effectively. 

 

Fig. 14. Statistical result of landing velocity. 

Experimental result showed that the valve landed in the 

desired allowed landing position region, and both of the bounce 

and excessive compression were eliminated. Moreover, the 

landing velocity was decreased by 44.4% while the transition 

time was increased by 20%. Which verified the effectiveness of 

the sensorless energy distribution landing control strategy.  

C. Analysis of landing performance under different injection 

pressure 

To evaluate the novel GFID with sensorless landing control 

strategy more comprehensively, the dynamic performance of 

proposed GFID in landing process was simulated under 

different injection pressure. It was assumed that the injection 

pressure remained constant during the motion as the mover’s 

motion is within milliseconds. After the iterative convergence, 

the result was shown in Figure 15. 

 

Fig. 15. Dynamic performance in landing process under different 

injection pressure.  

Since the impact between plastic gasket and valve seat was 

not uncertain in the simulation, the performance parameter in 

landing process was certain. Without landing control, the 

transition time was less than 1.5 ms and decreased with the 

injection pressure, while landing velocity increased with the 

injection pressure considering the gas force was doing positive 

work in landing process. Under the sensorless control strategy, 

the energy distribution point changed from 0.27mm to 0.33mm 

when the injection pressure changed from 0 Mpa to 0.75 Mpa, 

while the landing velocity and mover position (t=1.8 ms) 

remained nearby a constant value. Under different injection 

pressure, landing velocity was decreased by more than 44.4% 

compared with that without landing control. Under rated 

condition (injection pressure is 0.5 Mpa), landing velocity was 

decreased by 58.5%. Moreover, the bounce and excessive 

compression of the mover (plastic gasket) were eliminated with 

the transition time of 1.8 ms. 

V. CONCLUSIONS 

This paper proposes a novel large-flow-rate GFID with 

sensorless landing control strategy. The characteristic of the 

novel GFID was analyzed, and the sensorless landing 

controller was designed and tested. Main results are 

summarized as followed: 

1) The actuating force of GFID was maximized and 

linearized utilizing Halbach magnet array and two sets of coils 

with opposite current. The invariable force sensitivity and 

uniform flux density distribution in work area is conducive to 

fast response and sensorless control. 

2) The control method was simplified by adopting 

distribution point control rather than real-time displacement 

control. The landing velocity was decreased by 58.5% under 

rated condition with the proposed sensorless landing control 

strategy. Meanwhile, the bounce and excessive compression 

were eliminated with the transition time of 1.8 ms. 

As a result, we obtained novel GFID that renders injection 

system a reliable solution to be used in large-bore port fuel 

injection engines. The performance and emission of engine is 

a major area of future research. 
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